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Radio spectrum is a lot like land; with the possible exception of the Dutch, nobody’s
making any more of it. So the enormous growth in demand for spectrum means that
existing users, especially radio amateurs, either have to find ways to make do with
less, be displaced by new users considered more worthy by regulatory a<gencies,  or
both.

This paper qualitatively discusses the spectral efficiency of packet radio from severaI
angles, ranging from antenna design, RF modulation and channel access lmethods  to
network protocols, routing algorithms and data encoding methods. Maximizing the
useful carrying capacity of a spectrum assignment requires a comprehensive look at all
of these, factors and more. Digital techniques finally make it possible to exploit these
gains, but so far amateur radio has been very slow in adopting them. I hope that this
paper will stimulate some work in this direction.

1. Measuring Spectral Efficiency

One seemingly basic problem with spectral
efficiency is this: How do you measure it? For
example, in the debate over the codeless license,
CW was frequently asserted to be more efficient
than all other operating modes because it (usu-
ally) uses less bandwidth. In effect, the units for
measuring spectral efficiency were claimed to
be l/Hz; the narrower the signal, the better.

But this is a naive measure of efficiency
because it doesn’t take into account the rate at
which information is being transmitted. A
better measure is the ratio of the data rate to the
occupied bandwidth; this has units of “bits per
second per Hz of bandwidth”. Modems are fre-
quently evaluated in this way; indeed, the FCC
sets minimum requirements for this figure for
commercial digital microwave systems.

Unfortunately, even this figure does not give the
complete picture. Very few (if any) individual
radio transmitters have exclusive, worldwide use
of their channels. Somewhere else that same
spectrum is almost certainly in use by other
transmitters, and hopefully they a~ all far
enough away from each other to avoid mutual
interference. This is commonly known as “geo-
graphic spectrum reuse”. A combination of

directional antennas and/or physical separation
(terrain blocking or propagation losses) isolates
the transmitters in different geographic arm to
avoid harmful interference between them.
So a better measure of spectrum efficiency
would have units of “bits per second per Hz of
occupied bandwidth per square kilometer”. This
is the total useful data rate, summed across all
of the transmitters in a given geographic area
that are sharing a given piece of spectrum.

Yet another factor that we should take into
account is the distance involved Just as the
work performed by a f?eight company is the
product of cargo weight times the distance it is
moved, the measure of useful “work” performed
by a data network should be bits times distance.
This prevents any apples-and-oranges comparis-
ons of spectral efficiency between wide- and
local-area networks. So our final measure of
network spectral efficiency has units of “bits per
second times distance moved,  per Hz of occu-
pied bandwidth, per square kilometer of geo-
graphic area”:



ence between transmitters. The clmer the allow-
able co-channel transmitter spacing, the more
traffic the channel can support in a given geo-
graphic region.

E = network spectrum efficiency figure of
merit
r = mal network traffic capacity in
bit&c
D = average distance between source and
destination nodes in km
B = total RF bandwidth allocated to the
network in Hz
A = geographical area occupied by the RF
allocation in square km

The value E is the figure that we should max-
imize.

2. Directional Antennas

One effective way to increase the carrying capa-
city of spectrum is by using highly directional
antennas, especially on the higher UHF and
microwave bands. Glenn Elmore,  N6GN,  has
made this point quite eloquently. [Elmore I
completely agree with Glenn that amateurs
should deploy microwave links with directional
antennas  whenever and wherever they are prac-
tical. Because microwave antenna patterns can
be made so narrow, the design of the associated
modem hardly matters (as long as it works).
Even with a “low efficiency” modem (in a
bitslsec /Hz sense), the resulting system spectral
efficiency is still far larger than on VHF with
omnidirectional antennas because so little geo-
graphic area is covered by each microwave
beam. This allows many different links to share
the same spectrum in very close proximity
without interference.

However, there are still many situations where
point-to-point microwave links are not yet prac-
tical, such as portable and mobile stations (par-
ticularly in emergency situations), and where
line-of-sight microwave propagation is
obstructed (e.g., by trees and hills). So VHF and
UHF packet radio with conventional low-gain
antennas will still be with us for quite some
time, and the resulting interference problems
must still be dealt with.

3. Interference Limited Systems

This brings up a vitally important  issue in the
calculation of spectral efficiency that is only
now getting the attention it deserves. The single
most important factor in the efficient use of
spectrum is the minimum geographic spacing
required to avoid harmful co-channel &ever-

When spectrum is “reused” in this manner, it is
not mixesmy  that there be no interference (i.e.,
that any co-channel interference be well below
the noise floor of the receivers). It is 0nZy neces-
sary that a desired signal be sufMently stronger
than the undesired signals at a given receiver so
that the demodulator can work properly even in
the presence of this weak interference. This is
refmed to as operating in an “interference lim-
ited” (as opposed to “noise limited”) environ-
ment. l

The interference rejection capability (aka “cap-
ture effect”) of the modulation method in use
therefore becomes a prime factor in the
efficiency calculations. However, low (good)
“capture ratios” are inherently  associated  with
wide band modulation methods, while narrow
band modulation schemes are inherently much
more sensitive to interference. Yet low capture
ratios are so vital to spectral efficiency that they
almost always “pay back” far more than they
cost in extra bandwidth by allowing much closer
co-channel transmitter spacing. This leads to the
somewhat paradoxical fact that by going to a
wider (and seemingly less efficient) modulation
method, overall spectrum efficiency can often be
greatly increased!  [Costas This is why, for
example, current cellular telephone systems use
FM rather than SSB; FM has a capture effect
while SSB does not, so using FM more readily
allows the reuse of frequencies in other nearby
cells. The bottom line is that a FM cellular
radio system is more spectfUy  efficient than
one using SSB, despite the much wider FM
channel. 2 -91 gives this approximate for-

’ unfortunately, many aulatetu  repeater  owners in-
sist on a very wide protection  area for their  fkequency
assignment  to preclude  the accidental  triggering  of their
systems  by the  weak,  distant  users  of other  repaters
sharing  the same assignment.  They refuse to implemer&
tone-coded  squelch (PL) even when it could totally
solve  the problem  becanse of the  advantage given  to lo-
calusersbytheFh4captureeff&ct.Aswewilhee,this
attitude  is extremely  wasteful  of spectrum.

2 It is most  unfortunate  that  the  FCC did  not  ondex-
stand  this  paradoxical  connection  between  modulation
bandwidth  and, spectrum  efficiency  when they  were
convinced  to reallocate  220-222 MHz to the  Land
Mobile  Service  for use  with a supp~edly  more  effkient
modulation  method,  SSB.
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4. Power Control and Routingmula for the frequency reuse factor as a func-
tion of the required carrier-to-interference ratio
in a hexagonal CdlUk

0lM.i .directional antennas:

EidiO system

K=

where
K = tiequency reuse factor.
C
r

= required carrier-to-interference ratio

(expressed as a power ratio, not dB)
y = propagation slope factor, 2 for free
space (inverse square), 4 for a typical ter-
restrial mobile environment

A given channel. can be used in only l/K of the

cells. E.g., if cr- is 18 dB (as it is in a FM cel-

lular radio system), then K=7 and a given chan-
nel can be used in only 1 of every 7 cells. If

the required c7 ratio can be decreased to 10 dB,

then K would be less than 3; this would more
than double the number of transmitters that
could share each channel. The next generation
of cellular telephony will substantially improve
on FM’s capacity by going digital, where by the
proper choice of modulation method and with
forward enor correction coding (FIX), the cap-
ture ratio can be as low as 7 dB. The most
promising scheme, not coincidentally, also has
the widest signal bandwidth: CDMA (Code
Division Multiple Access, more commonly
known as “spread ~pectrum”).~  [Gilhousen91]

3 The big win of spread spectrum for mobile com-
munications is its ability to handle multipath fading. In
analog FM, 8 dB of system margin is required to ac-
c0tm for fading, over and above the 10 dBCYIrati0 re-
quired on a nonfading channel. But spread spectrum a&
lows the separation of multipath components, avoiding
the rapid “mobile flutter” so characteristic of multipath
fading in narrow band FM. Automatic power control
UiSily compensates for the slow propagation variations
that remain. This avoids the need for a big fading mar-
gin and allows co-channel transmitters to be much more
closely spaced. In a network of fixed stations, multipath
fading is not as much of a problem, so the important
factor in system capacity calculations is just the C/I  ra-
tio required by the modulation (and coding method, if
any). In both the f&d and mobile cases, the extra
bandwidth required by adding FEC usually more than
pays for itself in the clo6er  co-channel transmitter spac-
ing it allows.

Simply using RF modems capable of good cap-
ture ratios isn’t enough, Ihowevef;  automatic
transmitter power  Control  is i3.h reC@red  to take
full advantage of them. With automatic power
control, each transmitter ensures, on a continu-
ous basis, that a sufficient signal- tc noise ratio

(actually ”- ratio) exisfs  at its intended
NO

receiver and tu) more. Running more power than
necessary to yield good performance is like buy-
ing higher octane gasoline than your car needs

it doesn’t work any better, and you only
&ander money and natural resources. ‘The
whole purpose of designing modems with good
capture ratios is to allow trar~smitters  sharing the
same channel to be placed more closely
together, and this is not possible unless each
transmitter uses only the minimum power
required to reach any given meiver.

The transmitter power required to reach a given
receiver in a network of packet stations can vary
widely depending on the distance between them,
the presence of obstacles, nonideal  antenna pat-
terns, etc. So an interesting question appem:
given the choice of relaying a packet to one of
two intermediate stations between the sender
and the destination, one of which is close and
the other farther away (but closer to the destina-
tion), which one should be chosen?

The answer? It depends. If the packet musl be
delivered with the absolute minimum delay,
then sending the packet to the relay station that
is farther away (and that much closer to the des-
tination) wilI clearly get il. there faster, since
each relay hop takes time. But the additional
transmitter power required to reach the station
farther away means that a larger geographical
area must be blanketed by the transmission, thus
denying the simultaneous reuse of the channel
to that many more stations. So if m&zing
total network capacity is the goal, then the rout-
ing algorithm must minimize something other
than simply the number of hops taken (or even
the total distance traveled) to reach a destina-
tion.

Dave Mills, W3HCF has report& on a study of
this problem done for t&i DARPA,  Multiple
Satellite System (MSS). rMjlls87-j  The study
concluded that the proper metric to be minim-
ized by an MSS routing algorithm is Ihe sum of
the squares of the distances between the nodes
(relay satellites). Because of the inve:rse-square
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law in free-space radio propagation, this
effectively minimizes the total RF energy,
summed over all of the transmitters involved,
needed to relay a bit of information to its desti-
nation. This is true even when more nodes are
used than if the routing algorithm simply picked
the least number of hops to the destination.

In a terrestrial store-and-forward network,  pro-
pagation losses usually increase with distance
much faster than the square of the distance
because of obstructions, scattering and mul-
tipath; the fourth power of the distance is gen-
erally used in analysis. But if each node meas-
ures the actual traasmitter  power required to
feach a given destination and reports that as its
routing metric for that link, then the propagation
effects are automatically taken into account
when the routing algorithm minimizes the sum
of the transmitter powers used in reaching a
given destination.4

5. Channel Access Methods

The algorithms that determine when a station
tmnsmits are another important factor in a
network’s overall spectral efficiency. Because
of the need to operate in an interference-limited
environment, carrier-sense multiple access
(CSMA) schemes won’t work very well if they
always inhibit transmission whenever a signal is
heard on channel, no matter how Ear away that
other transmitter may be. Such systems are
analogous to the repeater operator who refuses
to use PL and still complains about remote
triggering of his repeater, as mentioned in an
earlier footnote. Schemes that rely on receiver
feedback (as opposed to channel sensing at the
transmitter) to avoid collisions would seem to
be the only practical approach to this problem.
See -901 for a discussion of one possible
approach.

4 ‘his  tradeoff between  delay  and network
efficiency  suggests  an htermting  use for the long-
ignored  type-of-service  (TW) bits  in the IP header.  By
default,  packets  would  be routed  using the  minimum-
total-power  aiteria,  but IP datagmm that  have the “low
delay” bit set would use a different  set  of routing  ui-
teria that mhimize delay at the expense  of network
capacity.  This  could  be quite  useful  for emergency  or
priority  traffic.

6. Protocols

From the point of view of the packet subnet-
work designer, the upper layer protocols used
are irrelevant; they are simply part of the user
data that is to be moved. However, from the
user’s point of view, everything but his data is
overhead. Tberefofe  the cost of these protocols
could be considered as part of the overall net-
work spectral efficiency equation.

When properly implemented and tuned, the
overhead taken by the protocols used in a com-
puter network is usually a second-order f&or in
the overall efficiency of the system. Even the
overhead of a “heavy” protocol like TCPLP  is
easily minimized by using sufficiently large data
packet sizes or by compressing headers [Jacob-
songO]. But this applies only when the proto-
cols are used as intended, e.g., providing reli-
able point-to-point transfers with TCP. Unfor-
tunately, it is a common practice to use multiple
point-to-point protocol connections to emulate a
broadcast or multicast service;  the data is sent
N times to N receivers, even when omnidirec-
tied anteanas a113 being used and the receivers
could easily have shared a common, single
transmission. The biggest offender in this regard
is the DX Cluster, which in this author’s opinion
comes close to beiig a criminal abuse of the
AX.25 protocol. Another is the common prac-
tice of multiple users individually re-reading  the
same public bulletin from a BBS when the bul-
letin could have been broadcast to everyone at
once. Fortunately, protocols designed
specifically  for the efficient broadcast of digital
information have been designed and are now
being deployed. cprice90]  Given that much of
the information carried by the amateur packet
radio network is of general interest, such proto-
cols should sign@cantZy  enhance  the effective
capacity of the network. In our network
efficiency equation, a broadcast protocol in use
by N receivers would effectively multiply
overall  efficiency by approximately N.

7. Compression

Another higher-level issue in spectrum
efficiency is the use of data compression. A net-
work doesn’t care about the values of the bits it
carries; it “costs” just as much to send a million
“0” bits as a million-bit text document, even
though the useful information content of the
former is probably quite a bit less. Users should
therefore try to use the network’s capacity in the
most efficient way possible by compressing their
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data before transmission. rest.
Data compression has been well studied and is
widely used in the computer field. Public
domain and shareware utilities (such as PKZlP)
are quite common, and they typically yield 50.
80% reductions in the size of English text and
computer program files. Users can run these
utilities manually before sending their files over
the network, or they could use the automatic
LZW stream compression features built  into the
NOS TCP/IP  package by Anders Klemets.
wemets

Data compression does not increase the capacity
of the network per se, it simply uses it more
efficiently. But the bottom line is the same: the
network can do more useful work (moving user
data) with the same spectrum resources.

8. Conclusion

It is the author’s belief that an efficient, self-
configuring, single-channel half-duplex store-
and-forward amateur packet radio network
would be quite practical if the design principles
discussed here were pursued.  The much-
maligned “digipeater  network” is so bad only
because the modulation methods, channel access
and routing algorithms are all so sub-optimal,
and because there is no power control at all.
Properly designed, a collection of “digipeaters
done right” would have a lot of practical advan-
tages because of its decentralized nature. All the
nodes would be equal., so the failure of any one
node need not bring the entire network down, as
would happen if the hub or repeater in a central-
ized network were to fail. (This network model
was used for the original DARPA packet radio
experiments precisely because of this inherent
robusmess.) And the system capacity could
actually increase as additional nodes were
added, because the average inter-nodal distance
would decrease, allowing the min-power routing
and automatic power control algorithms to
reduce average msmitter  powers.

As a first step toward such a network, I urge the
manufacturers of digital radios to include the
“hooks” for automatic power control. What’s
urgently needed is a way for the packet con-
troller CPU to quickly vary the power of the
transmitter in discrete steps, e.g., with a D/A
converter, and a way to measure incoming
receiver signal levels, e.g., with an A/D con-
verter on the AGC line. Once we have these
hardware features, we software types can do the
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